Keywords: the number of shape based; missing feature points; reconstruction of the characteristics of details; difference of curve endpoints Abstract. The traditional 3D motion real-time image reconstruction technology, without considering the missing reconstruction feature points brought by wrong estimation for the shape based parameter in the algorithm, effects the authenticity and definition of 3D motion real-time image reconstruction. To this end, the interactive object 3D motion real-time image reconstruction method is put forward, the 3D action structure of missing feature recovered from dynamic image sequences is utilized, in the minimum feature space, through the characteristics of the key details to predict reconstruction, so as to determine the dynamic shape heart of motion model, using curve endpoint interpolation plane controlled 3D motion real-time image HC-B zier generation method to compensate for wrong estimation of shape base, and compensate the defects of 3D motion real-time image brought by wrong estimation of shape base, like features is missing, object reconstruction effect is poor, robustness is weak, and the definition is low.
Introduction
The 3D motion real-time image reconstruction problem based on object dynamic 2D image sequence, is a hot topic in the field of pattern recognition. The 3D motion information only belongs to specific objects is recovered from a series of image sequence [1, 2] . With the development of biometric identification technology, 3-D motion objects real-time image reconstruction technology is becoming more and more popular [3] . However, the object is vulnerable to be affected by the outside factors, background is complex, and noise is loud. The traditional 3D motion real-time image reconstruction based on two dimensional image sequence is assuming that the number of objects' shape base is known, these algorithms do not consider the lack of reconstruction feature points caused by wrong estimation of shape based parameter, therefore, it is difficult to use the traditional reconstruction algorithm to implement the method directly [4, 5] . At present in the related fields of computer vision and pattern recognition, how to recover object 3D motion real-time image information in change scenarios, from a set of 2D object dynamic image sequences, is still a difficult problem.
In order to solve this problem, the interactive object 3D motion real-time image reconstruction method is put forward, the 3D action structure of missing feature recovered from dynamic image sequences is utilized, in the minimum feature space, through the characteristics of the key details to predict reconstruction, so as to determine the dynamic shape heart of motion model, using curve endpoint interpolation plane controlled 3D motion real-time image HC-B zier generation method to compensate for wrong estimation of shape base, and compensate the defects of 3D motion real-time image brought by wrong estimation of shape base, like features is missing, object reconstruction effect is poor, robustness is weak, and the definition is low.
The reconstruction method of 3-D motion real-time image
The current mainstream 3-D motion real-time image reconstruction method based on twodimensional dynamic image sequence: motor recovery method based on feature correspondence (Feature Based Motion Recovery), is on the basis of the corresponding relationship of the characteristics between frames to extract two-dimensional feature points information which can be used to complete the three-dimensional transformation, and then being transformed into 3D information, and generally include the following steps:
The representative feature points in each image 1,..., 1,...,
is extracted to compose the feature points calculation matrix 2F P W × ( F is the number of image frame for operations, P is the number of effective feature points of a frame contains non rigid image), through the above basis can calculate the 3D motion characteristic matrix Considering the camera position and other factors, it has the following formula:
Among them, i R is the effective deformation of rotation matrix 3 3
T is the effective deformation of translation vector 3 1 T
If the amount of computation is too large, then the following formula can be utilized to simplify the computation, thus reducing the amount of computation, improve the speed of computation.
Collecting all extracted valid 2D feature point information, and superposition operation is processed, there are: 
It can be seen through the calculation above, the characteristics calculation matrix W of objects movement is rank type convergence. With some constraint conditions to process singular value decomposition for W can obtain both M and B , and the presence of a 3 3
K K ×
order nonsingular transformation matrix Q can help the factorization get correct results.
Predictive reconstruction algorithm of key details characteristics
Through the above analysis we can see that, the traditional 3D motion real-time image reconstruction technology based on two-dimensional image sequence have many drawbacks, a 3-D motion real-time image reconstruction algorithm based on interaction is proposed in this paper, according to the relationship between the key detail characteristics, combining with 3D action structure of incomplete features recovered in dynamic image sequences, \ to realize the reconstruction of 3D action real-time image.
Determination of dynamic centroid of the object model
In general, the initial center of construction model is the geometric midpoint of specified object. However, the center of the specified object geometric midpoint is accurate, only when the specified image is static. Therefore, the object is regarded as a 3D motion manifold with its centroid viewed as the center, the position change of the centroid in space is utilized to describe the translational motion of object. The centroid coordinates can be determined by the following formula:
Among them, C is the sum of spatial position parameters weights of all key detail characteristics in i image, ij λ is the noise presenting in the image and outlier disturbance weight parameters. With the mean variance algorithm can obtain the value of the disturbance weight parameter. In order to make the procedure more simple and convenient, noise reduction is applied to the direction component deviation 
（5）
The value of ij λ is able to obtain through operation:
Through the above formula, it can be learnt that weight coefficient is related to direction component variance parameters 2 1 ij σ and 2 2 ij σ , for the cases of larger outlier and noise interference coefficient, the accuracy of treatment results is stronger.
Realization of 3D action real-time image reconstruction algorithm
This paper presents a three-dimensional motion real time image HC-Bézier generating method based on curve endpoint interpolation plane control to optimize the traditional method, the improved algorithm is described as follows:
The new curve has the basic properties of convex hull, symmetry can be combined with the method, the curve description formula is: 
The 0 V , V and n V respectively represents the control point formed by the curve in the action image convex hull at control endpoints, control edge superposition interpolation is processed for 3D action plane curve endpoints to get the contour curve definition of i frame action image : Therefore, each curve segment of the action combination curve construct a plane control basis function with integral recursive polynomial, the steps is described as:
(1) extract the edge contour curve of 3D motion image as edge processing prior knowledge, the correlated contour points initialization is processed in image area, reduce the input of subsequent contour feature iterative error and redundant feature points; (2) by using the control points K x y as the center, the lasso region is extended to the 8 region model, the arbitrary point in its neighborhood is marked as ( , ) i i R x y , then the maximum gray level difference between the two pixels is:
pixel A pixel B , update contour points constituted of 3-D motion surface, and recorded point P becomes K , otherwise not update, the above process is applied to every pixel, until all the pixels have been executed.
Experimental results and simulation
The facial action expression is used as an example, with the traditional method and proposed method to process 3D motion real time reconstruction for image sequence (as shown in Fig. 1 ). As can be seen by comparison, the traditional method of factorization have obvious characteristic points missing at the eyes, nose and lips and other parts, while the method in this paper can be very good to make up for this deficiency. It is shown that the proposed method increase the robustness of the algorithm and accuracy of 3D dimension action recovery action, the reconstructed dynamic change of 3D action is more continuous.
Conclusions
The interactive object 3D motion real-time image reconstruction method is put forward in this paper, the 3D action structure of missing feature recovered from dynamic image sequences is utilized, in the minimum feature space, through the characteristics of the key details to predict reconstruction, so as to determine the dynamic shape heart of motion model, using curve endpoint interpolation plane controlled 3D motion real-time image HC-B zier generation method to compensate for wrong estimation of shape base, and compensate the defects of 3D motion real-time image brought by wrong estimation of shape base, like features is missing, object reconstruction effect is poor, robustness is weak, and the definition is low.
